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Abstract—Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) tomography with
repeat-pass acquisitions generally requires a priori phase cali-
bration of the interferometric data stack by compensating for
the atmosphere-induced phase delay variations. These variations
act as a disturbance in tomographic focusing. In mountainous
regions, the mitigation of these disturbances is particularly chal-
lenging due to strong spatial variations of the local atmospheric
conditions and propagation paths through the troposphere. In
this paper, we assess a data-driven approach to estimate these
phase variations under a regression-kriging framework. The
vertical stratification of the troposphere is modeled functionally
while the impact of spatial turbulence is considered in a stochastic
sense. The methodology entails an initial persistent scatterer
interferometry (PSI) analysis. The atmospheric phases isolated
for the persistent scatterers (PS) within the PSI processing are
considered as samples of the 3-D distribution of the phase
delay variations over the scene. These atmospheric phases are
regressed against the spatial coordinates in map geometry at
PS locations. In turn, kriging predictions are obtained at each
location along the elevation profile where tomographic focusing
is intended. A key point of this approach is that the requisite
atmospheric corrections are incorporated within the tomographic
focusing model. A case study has been performed on a data stack
comprising 32 Cosmo-SkyMed stripmap images acquired over
the Matter Valley in the Swiss Alps, in the summers of 2008-
2013. The results show locally improved deformation sampling
with tomographic methods compared to the initial PSI solution,
primarily due to the improved phase calibration. In general,
the work underscores the indispensability of height-dependent
correction of atmospheric phases for SAR tomography.

Index Terms—Synthetic aperture radar (SAR), SAR tomog-
raphy, atmospheric phases, persistent scatterer interferometry
(PSI), tomography in mountainous regions, SAR interferometry,
deformation analysis in mountainous areas, radar interferometry

I. INTRODUCTION

SYNTHETIC aperture radar imaging involves two-way wave
propagation through the atmosphere which acts as a

refractive medium. The propagation is through both the tropo-
sphere and parts of the ionosphere for space-borne sensors
in low earth orbit. Ionospheric effects on microwaves are
frequency-dependent, and can often be ignored for high-
frequencies such as the X-band [1], [2]. The optical path
traversed by the waves in the troposphere is longer than
the geometric path; therefore, additional phase delays are
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accumulated. The refractivity of the troposphere is mainly
governed by temperature, pressure and water vapor [3], [4].
These factors typically vary in time and space – therefore,
the refractivity changes over the scene as well as from one
pass to the next, incurring variable phase delays which in
general do not cancel out in interferogram formation leaving
behind a phase footprint that we refer to as the atmospheric
phase in this paper. These phases are typically a nuisance. If
left uncorrected, the atmospheric phases appear as erroneous
deformation in differential interferometric processing [5]–[8].
In case of SAR tomography [9]–[12], these phases act as a
disturbance in focusing the scatterers in 3-D [13]–[17]. There-
fore, prior to tomographic inversion, the interferometric data
stack requires a precise phase calibration i.e. an estimation and
compensation of the atmospheric phases in each interferogram.

The impact of the atmosphere is commonly distinguished
in two aspects: firstly, the 3-D heterogeneities in refractivity
caused by turbulent mixing; and secondly, a general decrease
in refractivity with increasing altitude under normal atmo-
spheric conditions, considering the lower troposphere to be
a vertically stratified medium comprising thin layers that
are horizontally homogeneous. In mountainous regions, both
the turbulent mixing and vertical stratification contribute to
variable phase delays in the interferograms, contrary to regions
of flat topography where only turbulent mixing effects are
relevant [3], [18]. The dominant part of the atmospheric phase
is due to water vapor distribution [19]–[21], which is highly
variable around the globe, and the more so in mountainous
regions where the wind rises over or around the orography
causing local overturning and condensation [22]. Therefore,
the atmospheric phases in mountainous regions may exhibit
strong spatial variations. In fact, correction of these phases
remains a challenging problem.

A. Motivation for SAR tomography in mountainous regions

In case of urban areas, single-look SAR tomography has
been proposed as an add-on to persistent scatterer interferom-
etry (PSI) [23]–[27], with the objective of improving coverage
of the PSI solution by separating the coherent scatterers
in layover and simultaneously estimating their deformation
parameters [28]–[31]. As such, layovers are generally more
widespread in case of mountainous regions due to drastic
variations in topography. And at the same time, often the
slopes of interest in terms of critical mass movements happen
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to be in layover. Consequently, the coverage of PSI solution
along such slopes remains limited [32], [33]. The use of SAR
tomography as an add-on to PSI in mountainous regions –
though already at a loss given the typically low prevalence of
coherent backscattering in these regions – can yet be rewarding
as it may extend the coverage to slopes in layover. With this
motivation, we intend to investigate the possibility of using
SAR tomography in an alpine region. However, an immediate
concern is how to achieve the requisite phase calibration.

B. Related work from SAR interferometry

Several investigations have addressed atmospheric phases
since the first reports [5], [19], [20], [34], albeit only in
the context of SAR interferometry. The methods proposed to
correct these phases can be broadly categorized into those
which utilize auxiliary information from external sources to
estimate the phase delays, and those which are purely data-
driven. In the former category, the commonly used auxiliary
information are the output of numerical weather models, such
as the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model [35]
and the global atmospheric reanalysis data from the ERA-
Interim project [36]. The hindcast of the relevant meteorolog-
ical parameters from the weather models is used to estimate
3-D field of refractivity of the atmosphere at the time of SAR
acquisitions. These estimates are subsequently used to generate
synthetic phase delay maps to compensate for the atmospheric
effects [37], [38]. The usefulness of the weather models is
often questionable since the resolution of the weather data
is too coarse and they are generally not concurrent with the
SAR acquisitions [39]. Global Navigation Satellite Systems
(GNSS) measurements can also be used as auxiliary informa-
tion. In general, the wet zenith delays measured with GNSS
measurements are converted to delays in slant range followed
by spatial interpolation over the area imaged by SAR [40].
Several techniques for the assimilation of GNSS measurements
into interferometric processing have been proposed over time
[40]–[43]. GNSS-based approach is generally effective, but its
application remains limited as permanent GNSS stations are
often absent or sparsely distributed for most areas around the
world.

In the absence of or unsuitability of external sources due to
the aforementioned limitations, purely data-driven alternatives
are commonplace. They work directly on the interferometric
data, customarily adopting spatio-temporal filtering to isolate
the phase variations typically signified by atmosphere relative
to other contributors such as deformation, residual topography
as well as those occurring due to the multiplicity of the
scatterers (in the context of tomography). The phase variations
variations are typically considered to be spatially correlated
up to a certain extent and uncorrelated in time [23], [24],
[44]–[46] (especially in case of repeat-pass spaceborne acqui-
sitions). In general, a network of several interferograms is
desired to assess statistical properties of the different sources
of phase variations. Any filtering in time should preserve non-
linear deformation, if any, as emphasized by several studies
[43]–[45], [47]. Moreover, temporally phase coherent targets,
i.e. persistent scatterers (PS) [23], [24], [48] are needed to

reliably extract the different phase contributions and to restrict
the propagation of decorrelation noise during interferometric
processing (phase filtering, unwrapping, etc.). The atmospheric
phases estimated for the PS are low pass filtered and spatially
interpolated over the scene, for example with a kriging inter-
polator [6], [23].

A linear dependence of interferometric phases on topog-
raphy is adopted in several studies to model a vertically
stratified atmosphere [49]–[52]. The investigation in [53]
suggests a power-law model as a generalization of the linear
model. While the topography-dependent part of atmospheric
phases is typically modeled functionally, the contribution of
turbulent mixing is often dealt with in a stochastic sense. The
spatial heterogeneity in the atmospheric signal is modeled as a
random process. The second-order statistics of the process are
estimated by transforming the spatial spectra to corresponding
spatial structure or covariance functions [3], [54], [55]. Under
Kolmogorov turbulence theory in isotropic conditions, the
spectrum and the associated covariance function theoretically
follow a power-law distribution [19], [40]. In practice, spectra
are quite variable and may not always be structured according
to the Kolmogorov theory [3], [56]. The power-law exponent
varies in different scaling regimes, and needs to be empirically
estimated [41], [57]. As the lag between the observation points
increases, the variance among them increases. In this way,
an empirical variance-covariance matrix can be built up for
data quality description as well as to constrain underlying
geophysical processes that require the covariance of the noise
[56], [58], [59]. Moreover, it can be used to improve spatial
interpolation of the atmospheric phases from the observed
locations (whether individual GNSS sites, weather stations or
PS locations where we have already estimated the atmospheric
phases) towards the unobserved locations in the scene [60]–
[62]. In [62], a 2-D kriging interpolation in easting-northing
with a linear semivariogram model is used. The results ob-
tained are shown to be better than spline interpolation.

C. Research gaps

To date, all atmospheric phase correction approaches esti-
mate a single correction for each pixel. When the topography-
dependence is modeled, this correction is estimated at the spe-
cific height for the given pixel. In the context of tomography
in mountainous regions, multiple coherent scatterers may lie in
the same pixel while being separated in height by as much as
a kilometer or more, as shown in Fig. 1. Due to the difference
in the vertical refractivity profiles of the troposphere at each
epoch relative to the master acquisition, the atmospheric phase
delays experienced by each scatterer can be very different.
While a single correction may work for one of the scatterers,
the uncorrected phase delays for the second or more scat-
terers would prevail as noise and may hamper tomographic
focusing. Consequently, modeling vertical stratification of the
troposphere within the same pixel is required. Moreover, due
to the side-looking geometry of the SAR sensors, the large
difference in height between the scatterers in layover results
in comparably large lateral separation among the scatterers.
Therefore, a method that corrects for atmospheric phases for
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scatterers at different height levels must also account for
possible lateral variations. In turn, any spatial interpolation
should weight over observation points from local physical
neighborhoods of each scatterer.

D. Contributions & limitations of this paper

Deformation assessment using differential tomography has
thus far been applied in urban regions or specific infrastructure
where the underlying topography is generally flat [14], [31],
[63]–[65]. This investigation is a first step towards facilitating
its application in rugged mountainous terrain by providing the
following specific contributions filling in the aforementioned
research gaps:

1) A data-driven, regression-kriging framework is pre-
sented to model both vertical stratification and mixing
effects.

2) For a given layover-affected pixel, multiple corrections
are applied for potentially multiple scatterers at different
positions along the elevation axis.

3) These corrections are incorporated within tomographic
focusing at each 3-D point of interest prior to inversion
and scatterer detection.

At the same time, this paper does not specifically address
some other potential limitations on the performance of to-
mography in mountainous regions. These include the possi-
bility of range migration of the target from a given range
bin to the adjacent bin when the tomographic focusing is
performed over very large elevation extents [31], [64]. The
severity of the problem depends on the baseline distribution
as well as on the magnitude of topography changes. Another
potential limitation is incurred as an aftermath of topography-
induced radiometric effects [66], [67]. The physical pixel-
area in layover and foreshortening-affected pixels may be too
large to allow point-like scattering, which in turn reduces the
prevalence of coherent scatterers.

E. Outline

The methodology proposed in this work entails a prior PSI
analysis. The Interferometric Point Target Analysis (IPTA)
[24] toolbox is used to iteratively identify a set of PS (which
are single dominant scatterers). The atmospheric phases for
these PS are estimated within the PSI processing by isolat-
ing these components from other phase contributions (e.g.
residual topography and deformation) with appropriate spatio-
temporal filtering. The PS are geocoded using an external
digital elevation model (DEM). We consider that these phases
represent samples of the 3-D distribution of the atmospheric
phase delay variations over the entire scene in map geometry.
The atmospheric phases are regressed against easting, northing
and height at the PS locations. The statistics of the residue of
the regression fit are subjected to a variogram analysis. The
empirical semivariogram for each interferometric layer in the
stack is fit with a parametric model, and the corresponding co-
variance function is computed. For each range-azimuth pixel,
and for each discrete location along the elevation axis where
tomographic inversion is intended, the 3-D location in terms of

Figure 1. An imaging scenario for spaceborne SAR tomography in mountain-
ous regions with multi-baseline repeat pass acquisitions. The total backscatter
in a given range-azimuth resolution cell (δr) may comprise of multiple
contributions along the elevation axis.

range-azimuth-elevation is projected into map coordinates and
a best linear unbiased predictor under universal kriging [68] is
used to predict the atmospheric phase for that specific location.
Single-look beamforming is used for differential tomographic
inversion to retrieve the 2D reflectivity (as a function of the
elevation and deformation velocity). A generalized likelihood
ratio test is used to detect single and double scatterers in the
scene.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II discusses the implication of height-dependence of the atmo-
spheric phases for SAR tomography. Section III describes the
methodology proposed in this investigation. The characteristics
of the interferometric data stack used in the investigation are
given in Section IV. Results are provided in section V, and a
detailed discussion follows in section VI.

II. MODELING VERTICALLY STRATIFIED ATMOSPHERE FOR
SAR TOMOGRAPHY

The dimensions of a SAR range-azimuth resolution cell are
nowadays on the order of a few meters or tens of meters. They
are small compared to the scales at which lateral variations in
atmospheric phases occur, i.e. several hundreds of meters to
kilometers [3]. Therefore, within a given resolution cell, lateral
variations are not expected. However, vertical stratification
effects within the same resolution cell may not be ignorable
especially in mountainous regions when the multiple scatterers
superposing in the cell may be separated by a kilometer or
so, as shown in Fig. 1. In this section, first we consider
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the tomographic model in the absence of atmospheric phases,
followed by a discussion on the impact of vertical stratification
and its mathematical modeling.

A. SAR tomography

In the absence of any additive or multiplicative noise,
classical SAR tomography (3-D SAR) relates the single-look
complex SAR signal, ym for a given range-azimuth resolution
cell, with the unknown reflectivity profile α (s) according to
the following mathematical model [64], [69]–[71]:

ym =

ˆ

Is

α (s) exp [−jϕm (s)] ds (1)

where s denotes the elevation axis, Is is the observed elevation
extent, and the interferometric phase, ϕm (s) models the phase
variations along the elevation due to sensor-to-target geometry
as follows:

ϕm (s) = 2k4rm (s) (2)

where k = 2π/λ is the central wavenumber and 4rn (s) is
the path-length difference:

4rm (s) = rm (s)− r0 (s) ≈ s2

2
(
r0 − b‖m

) − b⊥ms

r0 − b‖m
. (3)

The variable r represents the range distance from the sensor
to the target location, and the subscript m refers to the
interferometric pair in consideration. The interferograms are
set up relative to a single master acquisition denoted with
m = 0. The orthogonal and parallel components of the mth

spatial baseline are b⊥m and b‖m, respectively.
The interferometric phase model for 3-D SAR assumes

that no scatterer in the resolution cell has undergone any
displacement during the time span between the first and the
last acquisition in the data stack. If, however, they has been
any displacement, there would be additional phase variations
which must be accounted for in the phase model. Assuming
that the motion is a temporally linear displacement in the line
of sight (LOS), differential tomography [28]–[30] (4D SAR)
extends the phase model as follows:

ϕm (s, ν) = 2k [4rm (s) + vtm] (4)

where v is the (average) linear deformation velocity of the
scatterer, and tm is the temporal baseline for the mth interfer-
ogram. The SAR signal can now be rewritten as [71]–[73]:

ym =

¨

IsIv

α (s, v) exp [−jϕm (s, v)] dsdv (5)

where Iv is the extent of the expected linear deformation
velocity.

B. Modeling atmospheric phases due to stratified troposphere

The standard model for atmosphere considers the refractiv-
ity, N of the troposphere to be exponentially decaying with
increasing height [4], [43], [52]:

N (z) = N sl exp
(
− z

H

)
(6)

where z represents the height above sea level (a.s.l.), H is the
decay parameter typically set at 7.35 km, and N sl indicates
the refractivity at sea-level. While H is typically assumed
to be constant, the temporal variations of the refractivity
from one SAR acquisition to the next can be associated with
time-dependence of N sl [43]. With these considerations, the
interferometric phase delay due to refractivity change between
the acquisitions forming the mth interferogram, for a scatterer
at a reference height, href in the valley (see Fig. 1), is given
as [3]:

ψhref
m = 10−6

2k

cos θinc

hsatˆ

href

∆N sl
m exp (−z/H) dz. (7)

θinc is the angle of incidence and hsat is the height of the
satellite bearing the sensor. They are considered here to be the
same for each pass. If there is a second scatterer at an arbitrary
height hs, though in the same range-azimuth resolution cell,
additional phase variations will be incurred relative to the
reference height:

Φhs,href
m = 10−6

2k

cos θinc

 hsatˆ

hs

∆N sl
m exp (−z/H) dz

−
hsatˆ

href

∆N sl
m exp (−z/H) dz

 .

(8)

Using the first two terms of the Taylor series expansion of
exp (−z/H) at z = hs, and that exp (−z/H) → 0 as z →
hsat (which is in agreement with the fact that the relative
tropospheric delays converge to zero typically around 7-13
km [53]), the expression in eq. (8) is simplified as follows:

Φhs,href
m ≈ −10−6

2k

cos θinc
∆N sl

m exp (−href/H) · (hs − href) .
(9)

The atmospheric phase for the scatterer at hs is:

ψhs
m = ψhref

m + Φhs,href
m ≈ β́0 + β́1 · 4h (10)

where the constants β́0 and β́1, following eq. (7) and eq. (9)
respectively, are given by

β́0 = 10−6
2k

cos θinc
∆N sl

mH exp (−href/H)

β́1 = −10−6
2k

cos θinc
∆N sl

m exp (−href/H) .

(11)

4h = hs−href is the height difference between the scatterers,
and its projection in the elevation axis is 4s = 4h sin−1 θinc.

The expressions in eq. (10) and (11) indicate that apart
from dependence on the wavelength and incidence angle, the
atmospheric phases depend both on the magnitude of the
unknown refractivity change (4Ns) as well as the difference
in elevation (4s) between the scatterers in layover. Even
if we have an accurate estimate of the atmospheric phase
at the reference height (e.g. with phases reliably measured
over a corner reflector, or with a GNSS station in immediate
proximity, or with local spatial filtering over several PS located
in the built-up valley) and compensate for it, the additional
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phase variations due to the second scatterer at the higher
altitude will remain uncorrected.

To model atmospheric phases in differential tomography,
the mathematical model in eq. (5) is rewritten as:

ypdm =

¨

IsIv

α (s, v) exp [−jψm (s)] exp [−jϕm (s, v)] dsdv

(12)
where ypdm is the SAR signal observed in the presence of
atmospheric phases. It is assumed here that the refractivity
changes are uncorrelated with the temporal baselines. In fact
the refractivity changes are random from one interferogram to
the next. Therefore, uncompensated atmospheric phases will
act as a random phase disturbance and hamper tomographic
focusing. It is not within the scope of this paper to describe
the effect of these disturbances in a statistical sense; interested
readers are referred to [13].

III. METHODOLOGY

The methodology adopted in this work is a data-driven
approach to correct for the atmospheric phases and to apply
differential SAR tomography on a data stack of repeat pass
single-reference interferograms over a mountainous region.
Fig. 2 shows the overall methodology in a flowchart, while
the details of the different processing steps involved are given
in the following subsections.

A. PSI processing

PSI processing is performed using the Interferometric Point
Target Analysis (IPTA) [24], [45], [74] framework. The pre-
processing includes selection of a reference acquisition and
coregistration of the data stack. A multi-look intensity image
of the reference acquisition is geocoded using an external
digital elevation model (DEM). DEM heights are transformed
into radar geometry, and used in the coregistration of all the
acquisitions to the reference. The overall coregistration process
includes a last refinement step using the fine offsets estimated
between the acquisitions [45], [66], [67].

An initial list of PS candidates is prepared on the basis of
high temporal stability of the backscattering and low spectral
diversity. These two criteria are proxies to identify single
dominant scatterers with point-like response. In alpine regions,
such scatterers are mostly man-made structures in the valley
or occasional bare rocky patches on the mountainsides and
tops. A reference point is selected, and double-differenced
point differential interferograms are computed. The observed
interferometric phase in each layer of the stack is modeled as
the sum of atmospheric phase, phase variations due to residual
topography and deformation, and phase noise (decorrelation or
miscalibration). To separate these phase contributions, an iter-
ative least-squares bivariate regression is applied exploiting the
spatial and temporal baselines to obtain estimates of residual
topography and linear deformation velocity. The dispersion
of the residual phase is used as a quality metric. The PS
candidates for which the standard deviation of the residual
phase is higher than a preselected threshold are rejected.
We consider several acquisitions are available to justify the

Figure 2. Flowchart of the processing methodology.

assumption that the atmospheric phases are uncorrelated with
other phase contributions. The residue of the fit is spatially
filtered over the retained PS candidates in small local neigh-
borhoods and unwrapped. The unwrapped phase is fit with
a linear model for height-dependence, as in eq. 10, using
DEM heights. The model fit is subsequently tried over more
candidates. The aforementioned processing steps are repeated
in several iterations, until the solution has converged i.e. no
substantial changes in the estimated parameters (atmospheric
phases, residual topography, linear deformation) occur in fur-
ther iterations, nor do more PS are identified with the same
quality restrictions.

For more details on various interferometric processing
strategies using the IPTA toolbox, the interested readers are
referred to earlier works [24], [45], [74]–[76].

B. Regression-kriging

The PS identified in the interferometric processing are
geocoded. We consider the atmospheric phases estimated for
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the PS as samples of the physical 3-D distribution of the
atmospheric signal over the scene. Considering the possibility
of lateral variations besides vertical stratification effects, we
model the unwrapped atmospheric phases for a given interfer-
ometric layer from the stack with the following multiple linear
regression model:

ψ(x) = xTβ + ε(x)

=
[

1 xe xn h
] 

β0
β1
β2
β3

+ ε(x)
(13)

where x , (xe, xn, h) represents a general 3-D location in
map geometry in terms of easting, xe, northing, xn and height,
h. β terms are the regression coefficients. x = T {r, a, s}
where T {�} is the geocoding transformation applied on a
range-azimuth-elevation tuple, (r, a, s). The linear dependence
on map coordinates attempts to extract ‘trends’ in the atmo-
spheric phases, lateral as well as vertical. Within the interfer-
ometric layer, they are treated in a deterministic sense. The
non-linear heterogeneity owing to tropospheric mixing effects
is reflected in the residue, ε(x), which we treat as stochastic.
We assume it to be a zero-mean, spatially correlated, second-
order stationary process. The variogram of such a process is
defined as [77]:

γ(`) =
1

2
E
[
{ε(x)− ε(x+ `)}2

]
(14)

where ` is the spatial lag between two locations. Under this
assumption, the variance of the process is considered to be
a constant, while the spatial correlation does not depend on
the location itself but only on the lag between the locations.
Moreover, in case of a second-order stationary processes, the
variogram and the covariance function are equivalent [77]:

γ(`) = C (0) + C(`) (15)

where C (0) = σ2 is the variance of the process. We further as-
sume isotropy i.e. direction independence of the semivariance
of ε(x). It implies that the spatial correlation depends only
on the magnitude of the lag, ` = ‖`‖, which is the Euclidean
distance between two locations in map geometry in our case.

Sample variogram estimation: The atmospheric phases
computed for the PS are regressed on their 3-D map co-
ordinates for each interferometric layer, and the estimated
residuals, ε̂ (x) are used to obtain the sample variogram as
follows [68]:

γ̂( ˜̀
j) =

1

2N (`)

N (`)∑
i=1

{ε̂ (xi)− ε̂ (xi + ι̂`)}2, ∀l ∈ ˜̀
j (16)

where ε̂ (xi) is the residue for the ith PS, ε̂ (xi + ι̂`) is the
residue for a PS that is located such that the radial distance
between the location pair {(xi) , (xi + ι̂`)} is within the given
distance interval, ˜̀

j and N (`) is the number of such paired
comparisons. ι̂ represents a unit vector in any direction. The
subscript j indicates the index over the distance intervals used
to compute the sample variogram.

Spatial prediction: The regression-kriging a.k.a. universal
kriging-based best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP) of the
atmospheric phase at a 3-D location x0 is [68]:

ψ̂(x0) = xT
0 β̂ + vTV −1

(
Ψ−Xβ̂

)
(17)

where X is the design matrix and Ψ is the vector of the
atmospheric phases at PS locations:

X =


xT
1

xT
2
...

xT
Nps

 , Ψ =


ψ (x1)
ψ (x2)

...
ψ
(
xNps

)
 . (18)

Nps is the number of PS used for kriging. The regression
coefficients can be estimated with generalized least squares
[68]:

β̂ = (XTV−1X)−1XTV−1Ψ. (19)

A parametric variogram model is fit to the sample variogram
to get a smooth function that is continuous for all non-zero
lags. The model selected must also ensure that the spatial
predictions are associated with non-negative variances [68],
[77]. Examples of models commonly used in the field of
Geostatistics are spherical, exponential, power law, Gaussian,
Matérn, etc. [78]. Using eq. (15), the model fit is used to
estimate the covariance function, which in turn allows the
estimation of the data covariance matrix V (using the pairwise
lags among the PS), and the covariance vector v (using the
lags between the location x0 and the locations of the PS).

The prediction error variance for the predictor in eq. 17 is
[68]:

σ2
e(x0) = σ2 − vTV−1v + ζ(XTV−1X)−1ζT (20)

where ζ = xT
0 − vTV−1X. The second term in eq. 20,

vTV−1v is equal to σ2 when x0 is identical to an observed lo-
cation, i.e. a PS location in X. The expression (XTV−1X)−1

in the third term becomes zero when x0 is an observed
location, and it increases otherwise when x0 gets more distant
from observed locations in X. Therefore, the prediction of
atmospheric phases becomes less precise at locations farther
from the PS distribution available/used in the kriging setup.

C. Tomographic focusing

Considering we have M acquisitions, the observed SAR
signal vector for a given range-azimuth pixel (r, a) is

ypd =
[
ypd0 ypd1 . . . ypdM−1

]T
. (21)

The observed elevation and deformation extents, Is and Iv ,
respectively, are discretized. Inverting the differential tomo-
graphic model in eq. (12), the 2D scatterer reflectivity at the
discrete pair (si, vj) is focused using single-look beamforming
(BF) as follows:

α̂ (si, vj) =
1

M
aH (si, vj) ypd. (22)
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The steering vector a (si, vj) is set up such that atmospheric
phase correction is incorporated within the tomographic focus-
ing at each discrete point of interest along the elevation axis,
as shown below:

a (si, vj) =
exp

[
−j
{
ϕ0 (si, vj) + ψ̂0 (T {r, a, si})

}]
exp

[
−j
{
ϕ1 (si, vj) + ψ̂1 (T {r, a, si})

}]
...

exp
[
−j
{
ϕM−1 (si, vj) + ψ̂M−1 (T {r, a, si})

}]

 .
(23)

D. Scatterer parameter estimation and detection

For a given range-azimuth resolution cell, we make the
following hypotheses. It contains no coherent scatterer – H0;
it comprises a single dominant scatterer – H1, or it is a double
scatterer – H2. The unknown scatterer parameters (elevation
and deformation velocity) for a potential first and second
scatterer are estimated with the following beamforming-based
maximization [29], [31], respectively:

(ŝ1, v̂1) = arg max
(si,vj)∈(Is,Iv)

(|α̂ (si, vj)|) , (24)

(ŝ2, v̂2) = arg max
(si,vj)∈(Is,Iv)

(
|aH (si, vj) P̂⊥1 ypd|
‖P̂⊥1 a (si, vj) ‖

)
. (25)

P̂⊥1 is the projector onto the orthogonal complement of the
subspace spanned by the steering vector of the first scatterer,
aH (ŝ1, v̂1):

P̂⊥1 = IM −
a (ŝ1, v̂1) aH (ŝ1, v̂1)

M
. (26)

To distinguish between the aforementioned hypotheses, we use
the sequential generalized likelihood ratio test with cancel-
lation (SGLRTC), as proposed by Pauciullo et al. in [29].
SGLRTC compares the normalized energies of the poten-
tial scatterers against preselected thresholds. For details on
SGLRTC the reader is referred to [29] and to our earlier works
in [31], [79], [80].

IV. DATA STACK

The interferometric data stack used in this work comprises
32 Cosmo-SkyMed stripmap SAR images. These images were
acquired during 2008-2013 in repeated passes over Matter
Valley in the Swiss Alps, as shown in Fig. 3a. As the
region is mostly snow-covered during the winters, we only
use acquisitions from the summers. The region is known to
have many dormant as well as active landslides, rockslides and
rockfalls [81], [82]. The topography varies from around 1200
m to 4000 m a.s.l., from the valleys to the mountaintops. There
are several slopes with considerable parts free of vegetation
or sparsely covered with patches of alpine grass. An average
SAR intensity image is shown in Fig. 3b. Due to the drastic
height variations, most of the valleys are completely or partly
in layover of the nearby mountains.

The region of interest (ROI) selected for tomographic in-
vestigation is the area around Zermatt, as marked in red in the
full scene shown in Fig. 2b. Compared to the other settlements
in the full scene, the Zermatt village is more built-up and
therefore, more PS candidates are expected here. A zoom-in
of the ROI is shown in Fig. 2c, where the top image is the SAR
intensity image and the bottom image is an optical perspective
from Google Earth. The height difference between the valley
floor and the mountain top is on the order of a kilometer. We
can see vegetation stretched over the slope in near range. As to
the one in far range, which casts the layover, we can observe
some bare rocks on the mountainside and a few ridges which
may exhibit long term coherence.

The distribution of the temporal and spatial baselines, and
the corresponding point spread function (PSF), are shown
in Fig. 4. Due to the non-uniformity of the baselines, the
PSF is distorted with several irregularly-spread side-lobes.
The total orthogonal baseline, i.e. the tomographic synthetic
aperture in elevation, B⊥ = 1844 m. The resolution in the
elevation, δs, had the aperture extended over uniform samples
of interferometric baselines, would be as follows [11], [83]:

δs =
λrm
2B⊥

= 6.6 m. (27)

where λ = 3.12 cm and rm = 701 km. The resolution pro-
jected in height is 3.0 m, corresponding to the incidence angle
of 27.3º for the reference layer. This meter-level resolution
is conducive to fine-geocoding of the detected scatterers as
well as for the detection of closely-spaced multiple scatterers
in layover. At the same time, considering the layover of
the mountainside and the valley, the extent of the elevation
to be observed (Is) for tomographic inversion is on the
order of several hundred meters. A resolution too fine may
require exceedingly high sampling rates along the elevation
to accommodate the possibility of detecting double scatterers
between the valley and the mountainside, or even single
scatterers along the mountainside when they are dominant
over the backscattering from the valley. As a consequence,
the computational load is increased.

Another inopportune implication of a large tomographic
aperture in mountainous regions is the possibility of range
migration of the target from a given range bin to the next or
previous. Due to the different viewing angles in each pass,
the iso-range curves for each sensor at the given range bin
are not identical. Coregistration of the stack is, in principle,
tying these iso-range curves at a specific height. In our case,
as we use a terrain-based coregistration with the help of an
external DEM, this height can be considered to be close
to the DEM height. As we apply tomographic focusing at
locations significantly farther from this height, the difference
between the iso-range curves may exceed the dimension of
the range resolution. Consequently, the true SLC signal value
may actually migrate to the neighboring range bin. With larger
baselines, this limiting point would occur at shorter height
changes. Considering the total aperture as the worst-case of
baseline diversity, the limit on the observed elevation extent
to avoid this range migration is [31], [64]:

Is �
δrrm
B⊥

= 663 m. (28)
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Figure 3. Cosmo-SkyMed acquisitions over Matter Valley in the Swiss Alps. (a) The footprint of the acquisitions shown on top of the topography in
map coordinates. (b) Average SAR intensity image in radar coordinates. The region of interest (ROI) for tomographic analysis is Zermatt village and the
surroundings, as indicated with the red-colored rectangle. (c, top) Average SAR intensity image of the ROI. (c, bottom) An optical perspective of the ROI,
dated August 30, 2009, © Google Earth.
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Figure 4. Data characteristics. (Top) Distribution of spatial (orthogonal
component) and temporal baselines. (Bottom) Two-dimensional point spread
function in elevation–deformation plane, for the baseline distribution shown
above.

where δr = 1.5 m is the range resolution. Projecting vertically,
the limiting height difference is nearly 300 m. In other words,
it may not be possible to detect potential double scatterers
whose separation in height is approaching 300 m. To over-
come this limitation, a simple strategy is to select a subset
comprising smaller baselines; for example, restricting the
maximum baselines within ±400 m with the same reference
acquisition provides an improvement by raising the limit to
822 m. The drawback is the reduction in the size of the stack
(in this case to 17) which in turn reduces the achievable
precision in the estimates obtained with tomography [65],

[84]. Incidentally, tomographic focusing with time domain
back-projection (TDBP) [85], [86] or other range-migration
correction techniques can be used to obviate the limitation on
the observed extent, but it falls outside the focus of this work.

V. RESULTS

This section presents the results obtained with the applica-
tion of the proposed methodology on the interferometric data
stack introduced in the previous section.

A. PSI processing & regression-kriging

The distribution of the PS identified in the interferometric
processing with IPTA is shown in Fig. 5. The left sub-figure
shows the distribution over the full scene, while the right sub-
figure shows the PS found in the Zermatt valley. For each PS,
the final solution obtained after several iterations comprises the
estimates of the residual topography, deformation in the LOS
and atmospheric phases. A linear model for height-dependence
of atmospheric phase has been applied using an external DEM
at 5 x 5 m posting. The quality of the PSI solution is assessed
in terms of the standard deviation of the residual phase, σres
for each candidate PS. Only the candidates with σres < 0.9
rad are qualified as PS.

In this investigation, we are specifically interested in the
atmospheric phases of the PS. After geocoding, the trends
in the atmospheric phases along easting, northing and height
are estimated and removed for each interferometric layer. The
residue of the regression fit, as shown in Fig. 6, is subjected
to a variogram analysis. The empirical semivariance is fit with
a parametric model, and thereby a spatial covariance function
is selected for each layer. The regression coefficients and the
covariance function allow universal kriging prediction, cf. eq.
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Figure 5. The distribution of the persistent scatterers (PS) identified in the interferometric processing. Left: PS over the entire scene. Right: PS identified in
the region of interest for subsequent tomographic processing.

17. In order to assess the precision of the kriging predictions
in the ROI, we perform kriging at a set of random locations.
These random locations are generated as follows. 500 easting-
northing pairs are randomly initialized within a lateral radius
of 300 m around the reference point, at the fixed height of
1600 m (valley floor). To allow vertical sampling, the height
interval of [1600, 2900] is divided into 15 bins. For each
random easting-northing pair, we perform kriging predictions
at each height bin. Fig. 7 shows the standard error, σe for these
predictions against increasing height, for each interferometric
layer in the stack. The black dots represent the mean values
of the standard errors, while the blue vertical bars indicate the
minimum and the maximum error for the random locations
at each height bin. The subset of the PS used for the kriging
setup are shown in the rightmost sub-figure in the first row.
They are color-coded in height. The circle indicates the region
in which the random locations are initialized.

B. Tomography

Single and double scatterers obtained with BF-based dif-
ferential tomography and SGLRTC are shown in Fig. 8 in
radar coordinates. The height and deformation velocity of the
scatterers have been simultaneously estimated. The thresholds
of detection are set at 0.48 [29], [31]. The detected scatterers
are geocoded and projected in Google Earth, as shown in
Fig. 9. The PS found in the Zermatt valley are also projected
for comparison. It can be seen that some single scatterers, as
encircled in white, are detected around 230 m above the valley
floor along the mountainside only in the tomography solution.
A few double scatterers are also detected, but nearly all of
them are situated within the built-up area in the valley. Fig.

10 shows the squared 2D reflectivity in the height-deformation
plane for a layover-affected pixel in the valley. It potentially
contains coherent backscatter from a structure in the valley
floor, as well as from rocky edges on the mountainside. The
reflectivity is retrieved in three cases: I – no atmospheric
correction is applied, II – a single atmospheric correction
is applied, estimated by filtering the atmospheric phases of
neighboring PS in the valley floor, and III – height-dependent
regression kriging-based atmospheric correction is applied as
proposed in this work (eq. 17, 22 and 23). Multiple scatterers
are detected in the third case, as marked in white.

VI. DISCUSSION

This section provides an itemized discussion of the results
presented in the previous section.

A. PSI processing & regression-kriging

The natural terrain in mountainous regions generally limits
the prevalence of coherent scatterers. Moreover, the rugged-
ness of the topography results in frequent layovers which are
also typically rejected in the interferometric processing. Con-
sequently, the PS identified in the interferometric processing,
as shown in Fig. 5, correspond mostly to bare rocks and man-
made structures in layover-free areas. Since the atmospheric
phases for these PS are subsequently used in the kriging setup,
low quality PS may lead to noise propagation in the prediction
of the atmospheric phase at unobserved locations. Therefore,
a quality control is imperative. In this work, we used only
those PS candidates whose residual phase standard deviation
is below 0.9 rad. A more strict threshold can further reduce the
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Figure 6. Residue of the multiple linear regression fit of the unwrapped atmospheric phases against easting, northing and height, cf. eq. 13. It is shown here
for each interferometric layer in the data stack for the PS identified in the interferometric processing over the full scene, and has been geocoded. The title
of the sub-figures indicate the date of the SAR acquisition in YYYYMMDD format. Interferogram network is set up with reference to the acquisition on
20100920.

possibility of noise propagation, but at the expense of reduced
coverage.

The residue of the regression fit at geocoded PS locations
is shown in Fig. 6. In some interferometric layers, the phases
are more smooth than the others. It is not unexpected as
refractivity changes between the reference acquisition and
the other acquisitions in the stack depend on meteorological
conditions which can be more variable at times. Nonetheless,
spatial correlation up to a certain extent can be observed in
each case, which encourages the use of kriging interpolation.

It can be seen in Fig. 5 (left) that the Zermatt valley floor is
partly covered with the layover cast by the adjoining mountain.
A few PS are found even in the layover, representing those
pixels where one among the other scattering contributions
is dominant. Nearly all of such PS are situated within the
valley, and there is no coverage along the mountainside or
the top. Since the PS distribution also represents the sampling
of the 3-D atmosphere that is subsequently interpolated with
kriging, lack of PS at high altitudes is inopportune as it may
lead to high predication error variance. To investigate it, we
randomly initialized 500 locations within a 300 m radius
of the reference point, and performed kriging predictions at

various heights for these locations. The kriging predication
errors, as shown in Fig. 7, are increasing with height in each
interferometric layer. The top of the mountain within the ROI
is around 2800 m. At this height bin, the on-average prediction
error is varying between [0.4, 1.4] rad among the different
interferometric layers. For the majority of the layers, it is more
than 0.85 rad (median value), which can indeed be a limiting
factor in detecting coherent scatterers at high altitudes [13].
Moreover, these figures only represent the prediction error due
to the kriging setup and the spatial covariance functions. Any
errors in the prior estimation of the atmospheric phase for the
PS, or their propagation during the PSI processing, are not
accounted for.

B. Tomography

Single and double scatterers, as shown in Fig. 8 and 9, are
obtained by setting the detection thresholds such that there are
no obvious false alarms over decorrelated areas (e.g. forest)
or detections at impossible locations (mid-air, below ground)
after geocoding. A higher coverage is observed in the layover
region relative to the PSI solution, though the apparent gain
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Figure 7. Sub-figures 1-31: Kriging predication standard error, σe at different heights for 500 random locations in Zermatt valley, for each interferometric
layer in the stack. The black dots represent the mean values of σe for the random locations at each height bin, while the blue vertical lines indicate the range
between the minimum and the maximum. The dates of the SAR acquisitions are mentioned in YYYYMMDD format. Interferograms are referenced to the
acquisition on 20100920. Top-rightmost sub-figure: Geocoded PS distribution in the valley, as used for the design matrix in the kriging setup. The random
locations are initialized within 300 m radius (marked in circle) of the reference point. The easting and northing coordinates are given relative to the reference
point. The color coding represents height variation, from 1550 (blue) to 2900 (red).

in coverage remains to be assessed vis-à-vis quality of the
detected scatterers relative to the quality of the PS.

A group of single scatterers are detected on the moun-
tainside, around 230 m above the valley floor, where no PS
were found with the PSI processing. These scatterers are
found on vegetation-free patches of rock, as can be seen in
Fig. 9 (right). The reason they have not been identified in
the prior PSI processing may be that they are in layover.
However, since they are single dominant scatterers, there is
possibly another explanation. In our PSI processing, although
a linear model for height-dependence of atmospheric phase has
been used, only a single correction is applied corresponding
to the reference/DEM height of the pixel (as used for the
model fit). In case of the aforementioned scatterers, this
reference height corresponded to the valley – rather than the
mountainside – which would have been appropriate had the
dominant scattering originated from the valley. The scatterers

would still be detected at the correct location in terms of
residual topography correction with PSI processing, if only
there was no substantial height-dependence of the atmospheric
phase. In this case, the scatterers along the mountainside were
230 m higher above the reference, and height-dependence of
the atmosphere was not negligible. These limitations prevented
the detection of these scatterers with the PSI processing. In
short, these limitations are overcome with the methodology
proposed in this work: the tomographic inversion retrieves the
correct residual topography relative to the reference height
as the atmospheric phases are corrected simultaneously while
focusing along the elevation axis.

Fig. 10 presents the case of another layover-affected pixel,
which was not detected as a PS. When no atmospheric
correction was applied, no coherent scatterer was detected. On
applying a single correction estimated with spatial filtering
of the atmospheric phases of the neighboring PS, a single
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Figure 8. Single and double scatterers obtained with differential SAR tomographic inversion, under the SGLRTC detection strategy with detection thresholds
set at 0.48 (referred to [29], [31] for details). Single scatterers are marked with ‘·’. The first and the second in case of a double scatterer are marked with ‘�’
and ‘×’, respectively. The size of the markers for double scatterers is exaggerated for better readability. Left: Estimated height a.s.l. in m. Right: Estimated
average deformation velocity in mm/yr.

  

Background image © Google Earth Background image © Google Earth Background image © swisstopo

50 m

Figure 9. Geocoded scatterers. Left: Single and double scatterers obtained with tomography. Regression kriging-based height-dependent atmospheric corrections
have been applied. A very few double scatterers have been detected. Nearly all of them are situated within the built-up area in the valley floor. The color-coding
represents the estimated height. Middle: PS identified in the prior PSI processing, shown with the same color-coding as in the left sub-figure. Right: Single
scatterers detected with tomography on the mountainside (enclosed in white boundary in the left sub-figure) around 230 m above the valley floor.

scatterer is detected corresponding to a structure in the valley.
When a height-dependent atmospheric correction is applied,
we observe multiple scatterers appearing around the mountain-
side, around 200 m above the valley – the layover is resolved.
These results also substantiate the applicability and usefulness
of the proposed methodology.

Notwithstanding, we do not observe any substantial number
of single, double or higher order scatterers at higher altitudes
along the mountainside or the top. A very few double scatterers
are detected, merely 274, and nearly all of them are situated
within the built-up area in the valley floor. Firstly, there may
be a lack of coherent point-like scattering due to large pixel-

area or unavoidable temporal decorrelation. Another factor
may be the increasing atmospheric phase predication error
with increasing height. SAR tomography requires high phase
stability. Referring to the relevant theoretical formulations in
[13], for a data stack comprising 32 acquisitions, in order
to achieve a probability of detection better than 95% while
keeping the probability of false alarm under 10−4, the pre-
cision of the overall phase correction (for the atmospheric
disturbances as well as any other source of phase instability)
needs to be better than 1.0 rad for a single scatterer and
0.85 rad for a double scatterer, on average. Given the fact
that just the kriging predication error approaches 0.85 rad
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Figure 10. 2D squared reflectivity in the height-deformation plane, retrieved
with BF-based tomographic inversion, for a layover-affected pixel. Sub-
figure I: No atmospheric correction has been applied. Sub-figure II: A single
correction is applied using the spatially filtered atmospheric phase from
neighboring PS in the valley. Sub-figure III: Regression kriging-based height-
dependent atmospheric corrections are applied. Multiple scatterers are detected
in this case, as marked in white.

around the mountain top for most of the interferometric layers,
the predicted atmospheric corrections are (presumably) not
precise enough to detect coherent scatterers at high altitudes
[13]. Further investigations are needed to understand how the
errors in the prior estimation of atmospheric phases for the PS
propagate into errors in the kriging predictions at unobserved
(non-PS) locations.

The possibility of target range migration with increasing
height can also be a reason for lack of scatterers at high
altitudes. In order to alleviate its impact, we experimented
with a subset of 17 acquisitions from the data stack such that
the orthogonal component of the spatial baselines are within
±400 m. However, no improvement is observed in the results.
Arguably, any potential improvement is offset by the increase
in phase stability requirements due to the reduction in the size
of the stack [13].

VII. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK

This paper has discussed the role of atmospheric phases
as one of the key limiting factors in the applicability of SAR
tomography in mountainous regions. Given the possibility that
the scatterers in layover may be separated in height by several
hundreds of meters, the need to perform height-dependent
atmospheric corrections is imperative. This paper has also
proposed a methodology to correct for the atmospheric phases
and incorporate it within tomographic processing. It is a data-
driven approach that entails a prior PSI processing. Atmo-
spheric phases are predicted at unobserved (non-PS) locations
using universal kriging with 3-D spatial map coordinates as
the regressors. The phase corrections are applied at each 3-D
point of interest while focusing along the elevation axis. The
proposed methodology has been experimented on a data stack
comprising 32 Cosmo-SkyMed acquisitions over Matter Valley
in the Swiss Alps. Differential SAR tomography is applied in a
valley partly covered by the layover of the adjoining mountain.
Apart from the single scatterers detected on the man-made
structures in the valley, some single scatterers are detected

along the mountainside around 230 m above the valley floor,
where no PS were found in the prior PSI processing. The case
of another layover-affected pixel which comprises multiple
scatterers is presented: it was rejected during the PSI pro-
cessing, but the proposed tomographic processing resolved the
layover and separated the individual scatterers. These results
substantiate the usefulness of the kriging-based atmospheric
corrections introduced in the paper.

Nonetheless, increase in coverage in terms of layover sep-
arations remains limited as only a few double scatterers have
been detected, and nearly all of them belong to the layovers
occurring in the built-up area in the valley floor. Apart from
the fact that large pixel-area squeezed in a few range bins
limits point-like scattering, the sparsity of the PS distribution
at high altitudes has also been a limiting factor. The precision
of the atmospheric phase corrections gets lower for locations
farther from the distribution which in turn hinders scatterer
detection.

This paper has also hinted at factors other than atmospheric
disturbances that may limit the detection of single and double
scatterers at high altitudes, such as the possibility of range
migration due to large elevation extents that may need to be
observed in rugged mountainous regions. Choosing a subset
of spatial baselines such that the total orthogonal baseline
is not too large to cause significant range migration may
in turn increase the requirement on the precision of the
phase calibration to achieve a certain probability of detection.
Therefore, future investigations should explore strategies for
the correction of range-cell migration while focusing along
the elevation, especially when layover separation is attempted
over large elevation extents.
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